Fast forward after
the Covid-19 crisis.
How suppliers can
successfully adjust
their strategies for
the future
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Automotive suppliers had already faced a
deteriorating market situation in 2019.
But the Covid-19 pandemic made a race
to the bottom out of it. In light of the crisis,
suppliers saw their margins drop sharply in
the first half of 2020.
This development comes on top of the
technological change the automotive
industry has to deal with. Being on the brink
of a new era of mobility, automotive suppliers
need capital to prepare for electric mobility,
autonomous driving and the digitalization
of cars.
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Handling these contrasting challenges
requires suppliers to adjust their strategies,
keep access to capital and reduce their
debt levels, which increased significantly
in 2020.
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Looking back to the financial crisis of 2008/
2009, it becomes obvious that times of market
disruption are also windows of opportunities.
With our 'Winners' Framework analysis we
extracted four key characteristics of companies
that were exceptionally successful in the
last decade: 'business leadership', 'strategic
coherence', 'size and financial position' as
well as a 'proven ability to execute'.
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The current crisis reinforces
suppliers' need for strategic
transformation

The global automotive market
has already been shrinking since
2017

After already seeing deteriorating margins in 2019, automotive production
volumes collapsed due to Covid-19, bringing margins to historic lows
and raising debt leverage levels of automotive suppliers to new highs in
H1/2020. Even China's relatively quick recovery from the Covid-19 shock
could not compensate for the global volume losses. As a consequence,
almost all suppliers are forced to rethink their strategies and restructure
their legacy business. Pre-crisis peak volume levels are unlikely to be
reached before 2026.

Global light vehicle sales volume1, 2017-2020 and outlook 2026
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But waiting for the market situation to improve is not a viable strategy.
This is because the long-term trends shaping the future of automotive and
mobility remain unchanged. Technological transformation keeps putting
pressure on the industry. Besides dealing with the crisis, product portfolios
need to be adjusted for electric mobility, autonomous driving and the
digitalization of cars.
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However, the Covid-19 crisis can also be a window of opportunity for
automotive suppliers. It is a chance to reposition themselves and emerge
stronger from the crisis. Based on our analysis of automotive suppliers'
recovery after the global financial crisis we demonstrate that success is
determined by a holistic strategy comprising market leadership, financial
strength and result driven execution. These are characteristics that all
exceptionally successful suppliers over the last 10 years have in common.
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Looking forward, safeguarding financial flexibility and shaping a
successful business model for this decade are key tasks for automotive
suppliers. In other words, walking a tightrope between restructuring
and repositioning.
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To navigate these challenging times we developed our Triple Transformation
Framework. The framework helps companies structure suitable measures
along the three dimensions Position, Perform and Progress, supporting
the whole transformation process towards becoming a good corporate
citizen.
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Automotive suppliers' revenues
peaked in 2018 and dropped
steeply in the wake of Covid-19

Margins also declined in 2020,
reaching a historic low

Globally, suppliers are expected to face a sales slump of -15% to -20% in
2020 in comparison to last year. However, the regional impact of Covid-19
differs significantly. Europe's and North America's higher dependency
on exports and global supply chains made the regions more vulnerable
to Covid-19, bringing H1/2020 revenues down by a quarter compared to
pre-crisis levels. China benefits from a stronger local market and an
efficiently handled lockdown period, which leaves suppliers in a better
position with only a 10% decline compared to pre-crisis volumes.
Revenue development overall
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From a regional perspective, Chinese suppliers not only saw lower declines
in revenues but also higher margins than in North America or Europe.
Despite the crisis, Chinese suppliers were able to realize an EBIT margin of
4.5% in H1/2020, after 6.9% in the full year 2019. On the other hand,
margins of suppliers in North America went down significantly to an EBIT
of 2.2% in H1/2020. With an average EBIT of -0.2%, European players even
faced negative profitability. In an optimistic scenario, European suppliers
will be able to avoid losses and reach break-even for the full year 2020.
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The pandemic caused automotive suppliers' margins to drop to a historic
low. Although a recovery in the second half of the year saw an increase in
earnings, these gains were not high enough to make up for the losses from
the first two quarters. Nevertheless, negative full-year margins can likely
be avoided by many suppliers.
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Increased net debt ratios tighten
suppliers' access to capital

The way forward –
How to become a winner
after the crisis

Although an expected average EBIT margin of between 2.3% and 2.8% in
2020 looks less critical than one might have expected after the experiences
in the first half of 2020, the impact of Covid-19 led to a significant increase
in net debt ratios. In combination with the business slowdown since 2018,
suppliers' leverages have reached critical levels of >3x EBITDA. The effect
is visible across suppliers of all sizes. In consequence, access to capital is
becoming more difficult for the industry. Downgrades of selected suppliers
by rating agencies are reflecting this trend. Suitable countermeasures are
required to secure access to finance.

Looking back into the last decade, the
great financial crisis in 2008/09 is the
only comparable situation. Dubbed
a once-in-a-century crisis, it was the
starting point for one of the most
successful periods of growth for the
global automotive supplier industry.

Suppliers' leverage1 by company size (EUR bn revenues) H1/2020 [%]
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We wanted to understand how
successful companies handled the
crisis, what strategic actions they
took and how they laid the foundation
for profitable growth.
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Source: Company information, Roland Berger/Lazard, Roland Berger/Lazard supplier database, FactSet
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To do so, we analyzed automotive
suppliers with respect to their past
financial and shareholder value
performance to find "best practices".
Our analysis is based on financial
data from suppliers across all major
automotive regions from 2009 to 2019.
Based on invested capital, return on
invested capital (ROIC) and weighted
cost of capital (WACC), we are able to
distinguish four groups of suppliers:
profitless growers, underperformers,
cash generators and winners.
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Source: Roland Berger/Lazard
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Though Chinese and North American
companies are overrepresented,
there are winners from all regions
Our analysis shows that there is a clear correlation between regional
allocation and financial success. Suppliers from China and North America
are overrepresented among winners, while Japanese suppliers are often
in the underperformer category. Nevertheless, the analysis also shows
that there are winners from all regions and all product domains. Thus,
there must be an underlying pattern of things that winning companies
do differently than the average automotive supplier.
Financial performance per region and segment [2010–2019]
CLUSTERED BY REGION
100%

45%

42%

36%

26%
Cash generators

30%

7%
48%

As a result of our analysis, we derived four key characteristics that
successful suppliers have in common and that should serve as overarching
guidelines for strategic adjustments in the future.

1

2

BUSINESS
LEADERSHIP

STRATEGIC
COHERENCE

Can your businesses
set the agenda in
their areas of market
participation?

Do you have a consistent
strategic rationale across
your portfolio?

Technology leadership

Similar requirements

Know-how leadership

Similar value
proposition

3

4

SIZE AND
FINANCIAL POSITION

PROVEN ABILITY
TO EXECUTE

Are you relevant in the
marketplace in terms of size,
financial success or technology
with the ability to efficiently
attract capital?

Can you deliver
results on a
sustainable basis?

Trusted capital market
partner

Short reaction
times

Convincing
equity story

Performance driven
culture

18%
14%

Winners

Success is determined by four
strategic characteristics

15%
53%

3%
31%

23%
Profitless growers
Underperformers

6%
North
America

3%
China

EU

Japan,
South Korea

CLUSTERED BY PRODUCT SEGMENT
100%

40%

35%

35%

30%

11%

13%

19%

17%

Electronics/
Infotainment

Tires

Source: CapIQ, Roland Berger/Lazard
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34%

32%

14%

15%

21%

18%

31%

Powertrain

24%

21%

22%

11%
24%

21%
44%

35%

Exterior

33%

Chassis

Interior
Source: CapIQ, Roland Berger/Lazard
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The overarching strategic characteristics boil down to concrete
and actionable success factors for automotive suppliers
Despite different company settings, certain patterns emerge of what
winners do differently than the average automotive supplier. These
patterns can be adapted by other suppliers to boost their performance.

Strategic options for automotive suppliers

Focus on
consistent growth

1
Business
leadership

Strong focus on R&D and
product innovations

Positioning as a critical system supplier
with opportunity to differentiate

Limiting dependency on few
clients or market segments

Business model with
know-how/service
driven elements

Recognizable synergies
across the portfolio

Striving for leading market
positions per product

Active portfolio management
with comparatively high number
of M&A transactions

Divestments as a common
instrument to adjust the portfolio

Sound capital
structure
Above average
financial performance

Size and
financial position

Strategic
coherence

Stable and experienced
management team

Thought leadership
for new products

3

2

Global presence,
to participate in local
growth opportunities

Disciplined
capital
allocation

Focus on
efficient
deployment
of resources

Clear
communication
and execution of
strategic intent

4
Proven ability
to execute

Future relevance for the success of a company

Relevance in the last economic cycle

Source: Roland Berger/Lazard
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Suppliers must adjust their
strategies to regional market
conditions

Beyond the current crisis,
suppliers must handle the
industry's transformation

Our analysis shows that there are successful automotive suppliers across
all regions. However, suppliers must analyze regional market conditions
and adapt their strategic roadmap accordingly. Regions like China currently
offer a better perspective due to their speed of recovery, high volumes
or a push for new technologies. Suppliers from Japan, for instance, might
have more difficulties finding the way out of their Keiretsu structures and
implementing a growth strategy for the future.

The trajectory of the transformation of the automotive and mobility
ecosystem is not impacted by the current pandemic. Without a doubt,
Covid-19 has reshuffled the cards regarding shared mobility and
has led to a push for electrification caused by government incentives.
Nevertheless, the long-term picture is still the same.

Regional impact1 of future technologies

Differentiating factors and prerequisites across regions
Impact on supplier business
Prerequisites
influencing suppliers

strongly negative / negative / no impact / positive / strongly positive

MOBILITY
The future of
moving people
& goods

AUTONOMOUS
Replacing drivers
to improve safety
and cost

Favorable

Favorable

Favorable

Favorable

Unfavorable

Unfavorable

Unfavorable

Unfavorable

Ride-hailing firms
scale up; however,
Covid-19 is currently
having a negative
effect on consumer
acceptance of shared
mobility

Autonomous
mobility gains
importance and
Covid-19 further
accelerates
relevance of
autonomy for
mobility concepts

RECOVERY SPEED

How fast are regions expected
to recover from Covid-19 in the
short term and how is the general
government crisis support?

DIGITALIZATION ELECTRIFICATION
Big Data analytics, Hybrid or electric
connectivity & AI
powertrains

SALES VOLUMES

How are medium/long-term light
vehicles sales volumes expected
to develop? What growth does the
region offer for business?

GOVERNMENT AGENDA

How do governmental agendas
and legal frameworks differ
for local suppliers and thereby
influence their businesses?

CURRENT SUPPLIER STATE

What is the current financial state of
health in the local supplier base and
how are companies positioned
for future competition?

ACCESS TO CAPITAL

How easy is it to access capital
across regions to finance growth
for the local suppliers?

MADE IMPLICATIONS

How do the MADE trends
influence the local markets and
how favorable is that for local
suppliers?
Japan

North America

Source: Roland Berger/Lazard
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Japan
Europe

China

1

North America

Europe

Digitalization
OEMs and suppliers
and connectivity
are heavily investing
become more
in electric mobility
common, with digital
as a future market,
business models
supported by some
gaining importance Covid-19 government
as vehicle sales slump
subsidies explicitly
for EVs
China

Qualitative assessment

Source: Roland Berger/Lazard
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To successfully navigate complex
challenges we developed the
Triple Transformation Framework

Suppliers must take
Covid-19 as a chance to
adjust their strategies

Triple Transformation Framework

PROGRESS
Develop into a good
corporate citizen

PERFORM
Ensure competitive
performance

POSITION

Renew

Course-correct your
MADE+ strategy

Realign

Rethink

How can you
meet customers',
employees' and
society's
expectations?

How can you
optimize
performance in the
current market
environment?

What opportunities
and risks arise and
how can you deal
with them in the
long run?

Along with the automotive industry's
transformation, Covid-19 is the starting point
for a new economic cycle
A thought-through and consistently executed
strategy is the key to success
Classic cost-cutting programs will not be
sufficient, suppliers must consider coursecorrecting their overall strategy
Radical restructuring or even disposal of legacy
businesses with weak competitive positioning
is required
Suppliers must consider alternative ways
to fund growth opportunities – for example,
minority IPOs or spin-offs
Smart partnerships beyond joint ventures will
become key for successful collaboration

The Triple Transformation Framework helps companies
address today's challenges, enabling managers to realign
and ensure profitability in the next decade

Source: Roland Berger/Lazard
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Suppliers must become more agile to
successfully handle an increasingly volatile
market environment

Source: Roland Berger/Lazard
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Please contact us for
further information
Roland Berger, founded in 1967, is the only leading global
consultancy of German heritage and European origin. With
2,400 employees working from 35 countries, we have successful
operations in all major international markets. Our 52 offices
are located in the key global business hubs. The consultancy is
an independent partnership owned exclusively by 250 Partners.

Roland Berger:
Felix Mogge
Senior Partner
+49 89 9230-8346
felix.mogge@rolandberger.com

Lazard, one of the world's preeminent financial advisory and
asset management firms, operates from 40 cities across
25 countries in North America, Europe, Asia, Australia, Central
and South America. With origins dating to 1848, the firm
provides advice on mergers and acquisitions, strategic matters,
restructuring and capital structure, capital raising and corporate
finance, as well as asset management services to corporations,
partnerships, institutions, governments and individuals. For
more information on Lazard, please visit www.lazard.com.
Follow Lazard at @Lazard.

Florian Daniel
Principal
+49 89 9230-8374
florian.daniel@rolandberger.com

LAZARD:

Christof Söndermann
Managing Director
+49 69 170073-221
christof.soendermann@lazard.com
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Ken Oliver Fritz
Managing Director
+49 69 170073-69
ken.fritz@lazard.com
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